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Abstract 

The term network intelligence is widely used in the field of communication security network. Many 

intelligent systems focus on a specific service, function, or device, and do not provide true end-to-end 

service network intelligence.  True  network  intelligence  requires  more  than  a  set  of  disconnected  

elements,  it  requires  an interconnecting and functionally coupled architecture that enables the various 

functional levels to interact and communicate with each other. Mobility models describe a mobile unit’s 

movement through a geographical area. System in which we assume basic usage must allow two-way 

interactivity - duplex communication. Model such communication may be all sorts of method. 

A neural network (NN). in the case of artificial neurons called artificial neural network (ANN) or 

simulated neural network (SNN), is an interconnected group of natural or artificial neurons that uses a 

mathematical or computational model for information processing based on a connections approach to 

computation.  Interactive system is an ideal model for use neuronal networks in terms of using their 

ability to adapt and learning. This article describes the basic example of using NN. 

 

Keywords: - communications system, application neural networks 

 

1. Introduction 

The study of security network intelligence is an extremely active area in the field of communications. 

Thanks to the latest advances in data communications – especially in the services sector and in the 

communications  software, photonics, and programmable technologies areas – service providers are 

spending millions of dollars a year  on an increasingly intelligent communication infrastructure and 

applications. 

Future generation networking will be characterized by the need to adapt to the demands of agile 

networking, which  include rapid response to changing customer requirements, automated design and 

engineering, lower-cost services,  transparent distributed networking, resource allocation on demand, real-

time  planning  and  scheduling,  increased  quality,  reduced  tolerance  for  error,  and  in-process 

measurement and feedback. Future networking systems will require automated intelligent networking 

features that apply intelligence to the domain of networking in such a way as  to  make possible the 

realization of a full range of agile and adaptable networks. 
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2. Intelligent Communication Networks 

Intelligent  communication  networks  must  at  least  be  able  to  understand  the  security  and 

communication environment, to make decisions, and to use and manage network resources efficiently. 

More  sophisticated  levels  of  security  network  intelligence  include  the  ability  to  recognize  user, 

application, service provider, and infrastructure needs, as well as expected and unexpected events, the 

ability to present knowledge in a world model, and the ability to reason about and plan for the future. 

For  the  purposes  on  this  paper,  CSNI  is  defined  as  the  ability  of  a  network  system  to  act 

appropriately in a changing environment. An appropriate action is one that increases the optimal and 

efficient use of network resources in  delivering high-quality services, success is the achievement of 

behavioral sub-goals that support the service provider’s overall goals. Both the criteria for success and the 

service provider’s overall goals are defined external to the intelligent  security network system. 

Typically, they are defined by the service provider’s business objectives and are  implemented  by 

network designers, programmers, and operators. CSNI is the integration of knowledge and feedback into 

an input and output-based, interactive, goal-directed, security, networked system that can plan and generate 

effective, purposeful action directed toward achieving goals. 

Network  intelligence  will  evolve  through  growth  in  computational  power  and  through  the 

accumulation of  knowledge about the types of input data needed for making decisions concerning 

expected  response,  and  about  the   algorithmic  processing  required  in  a  complex  and  changing 

communications environment. Increasingly sophisticated  network intelligence makes possible look- 

ahead planning, management before responding and reasoning about the probable results of alternative 

actions.  These intelligent  network capabilities  can  provide service providers  with  competitive and 

operational advantages over traditional networks. 

Interactive system will evolve through growth in computational power and through the accumulation of 

knowledge about the types of input data needed for making decisions concerning expected response, and 

about the algorithmic processing required in a complex and changing communications environment. 

Increasingly  sophisticated  network  intelligence  makes  possible  look-ahead  planning,  management 

before responding and reasoning about the probable results of alternative  actions. These intelligent 

network capabilities can provide service providers with competitive and operational advantages  over 

traditional networks. 

 End-User Layer - New developments in the Internet, home networking, and wired and wireless 

technologies are fueling the growth of the end-user intelligence and interactive layer. The increased 

bandwidth permits expanded intelligence within the equipment deployed in the customer premises and 

requires additional functionality and coordination within the service provider space, 

 Subscriber Layer - The subscriber-based intelligent network environment consists of a group of 

customer premises equipment (CPE) devices communicating and sharing one or more resources in a 

decentralized way. This type of  networking demands certain interesting relationships between the service  

provider’s network  elements  and  the  CPE  devices.  Good  examples  of subscriber-based intelligence 

are peer-to-peer network applications, cluster-computing networked parallel processing, and mapping of 

logical storage area networks on physical or virtual network  topologies. Some of these applications 

demand particular logical network topologies to enable the applications. New applications and new 

business models are pushing service providers to support these environments. on to the system to improve 

its performance, 

 Service Provider Layer - Security service provider layer intelligence makes it possible to carry end user 

traffic by applying service provider constraints to end used needs. Intelligent tunneling, virtual network 

switching/routing in virtual private networks (VPNs), load balancing networks, and virtual local area 
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networks (VLANs) are examples of service provider intelligence, 

 Programmable Technology and Control Layer - This layer provides interoperability and adaptability across 

heterogeneous networks that support a wide range of signaling protocols, 

 Infrastructure Provider Layer - Broadband technology promises a convergence of technologies and 

service platforms. A variety of factors are forcing today’s leading service providers to change how they 

do business and hence, the way they build and evolve their next-generation networks, 

 Network Management  Layer  - Network management  layer intelligence deploys,  integrates,  and 

coordinates all the resources necessary to configure, monitor, test, analyze, evaluate, and control the 

security  and  communication  network  to  meet  service-level  objectives.  The  goals  of  network 

management are efficient use of resources,  control  of strategic assets, minimization of downtime, 

management of constantly changing communications technology and services, and reduction of the cost of 

network operations. Intelligence within the network management layer must integrate diverse services, 

networks, technologies and equipment. 

 

3. Neural networks and artificial intelligence 

A neural network (NN) in the case of artificial neurons called artificial neural network (ANN) or 

simulated neural network (SNN), is an interconnected group of natural or artificial neurons that uses a 

mathematical or computational model for information processing based on a connections approach to 

computation. In most cases an ANN is an adaptive system that changes its structure based on external or 

internal information that flows through the network. 

 

In more practical terms neural networks are non-linear statistical data modeling or decision making tools. 

They can be used to model complex relationships between inputs and outputs or to find patterns in data. 

However, the paradigm of neural networks - i.e., implicit, and not explicit  learning is stressed - 

seems  more  to  correspond  to  some  kind  of  natural  intelligence  than  to  the  traditional  Artificial 

Intelligence, which would stress, instead, rule-based learning as at school. 

Traditionally, the term neural network had been used to refer to a network or circuit of biological 

neurons. The modern usage of the term often refers to artificial neural networks, which are composed of 

artificial neurons or nodes. Thus the term has two distinct usages: 

  Biological neural networks are made up of real biological neurons that are connected or functionally 

related in the peripheral nervous system or the central nervous system. In the field of neuroscience, they 

are often identified as  groups of neurons that perform a specific physiological function in laboratory 

analysis, 

  Artificial  neural  networks  are  made  up  of  interconnecting  artificial  neurons  (programming 

constructs that mimic the properties of biological neurons). Artificial neural networks may either be 

used to gain an understanding of  biological neural networks, or for solving artificial intelligence 

problems without necessarily creating a model of a  real biological system. The real, biological 

nervous system is highly complex and includes some features that may seem superfluous based on an 

understanding of artificial networks. 

Neural networks, as used in artificial intelligence, have traditionally been viewed as simplified 

models of neural  processing in the brain, even though  the relation between this model and brain 

biological architecture is debated. 

A subject of current research in theoretical neuroscience is the question surrounding the degree of 

complexity and  the  properties that individual neural elements should have to reproduce something 

resembling animal intelligence. 
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Historically, computers evolved from the von Neumann architecture, which is based on sequential 

processing and execution of explicit instructions. On the other hand, the origins of neural networks are 

based on efforts to model  information processing in biological systems, which may rely largely on 

parallel processing as well as implicit instructions based on recognition of patterns of 'sensory' input 

from external sources.  In other words, at its very heart  a  neural network is a complex  statistical 

processor (as opposed to being tasked to sequentially process and execute). 

 

4. Modeling Neural Network 

In 1990, Specht [2] introduced an NN architecture to be used as a Bayesian classifier, based on the 

Parzen estimation of the pdfs involved and a Bayes decision rule given by [8]. He dubbed these 

networks PNNs.  The  background segmentation approach proposed here relies on an adapted PNN 

(Probabilistic neural network)  component to both classify the pixels and to store the model of the 

background within its weights. To achieve the  functionality needed by a probabilistic video object 

segmentation algorithm, the adapted PNN component has been  extended and combined with a WTA 

NN. This resulted in a fairly complex solution with some unique properties.  Namely, the proposed 

solution is a truly unsupervised classifier, requiring no training set and it is capable of online learning. To 

the best of our knowledge, this is the first PNN-based framework to achieve these properties, despite the 

use of  PNN classifiers in myriad application domains [3 - 7]. The proposed neural network is referred 

to as background  modeling neural network (BNN) since it is suitable to serve both as a statistical 

model of the background at each pixel position in the video sequences and highly parallelized background 

subtraction algorithm, as single BNN is used to model the pixel process and classify the pixel at a single 

pixel location l. 

The basic idea that forms the basis of all probabilistic background modeling and video object 

segmentation approaches discussed in Section II and the one presented here is a direct consequence of the 

definition of the background stated in the introduction: 

Feature values corresponding to background objects will occur more often than those pertinent to the 

foreground. 

In addition to this assumption, these methods share a set of common tasks that need to be performed to 

learn, update, and store the background model that enables efficient segmentation [8]. These tasks, which 

have been used as guidelines in the design of BNN, are as follows: 

 storing the  values  of  the  pixel  features  and  learning  the  probability  with  which  each  value 

corresponds to background/ foreground, 

 determining the state in which new feature values should be introduced into the model (i.e., when the 

statistics already learned are insufficient to make a decision), 

 determining which stored feature value should be replaced with the new value. 

The two latter requirements are consequences of the fact that real systems are limited in terms of the 

number of feature values that can be stored to achieve efficient performance. In terms of the NN 

implementation  proposed here, this translates into the number of patterns stored, i.e., the number of 

neurons used per pixel. 

The structure of BNN, shown in Fig. 4 - 7, has three distinct subnets, corresponding to each of the 

tasks enumerated previously: classification, activation, and replacement. The classification subnet is the 

adapted PNN discussed previously. It is a central part of BNN shown in Fig. 4 - 7. The classification 

subnet contains four layers of neurons annotated at the far right of Fig. 5. Input neurons of this network 

simply map the inputs of the network, which are the values of the features for a specific pixel. Each 

input neuron is connected to all pattern neurons. The output of the pattern neurons is a  nonlinear 
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function of Euclidean distance between the input of the network and the tored pattern for that specific 

neuron.  The only parameter of this subnet is the smoothing parameter ( ) of the Parzen estimator, 

discussed  previously.  The  output  of a single pattern neuron  corresponds  to  the value of  a single 

Gaussian of the pdf estimation for the  observed  pixel value.  

 

Fig. 6 shows the structure of a pattern neuron of classification subnet. The output of the summation 

units of the classification subnet is the sum of their inputs. The subnet has two summation neurons, each of 

them connected to all pattern neurons. The output values of the summation neurons correspond to initial 

Parzen estimates of joint probabilities 

p l   b , v andp f,v for the pixel value observed .These estimates are input to the last (output) layer, 

containing a single neuron. The final output of the network is a binary value indicating whether the 

pixel  corresponds  to  foreground  (output  high)  or  background  (output  low),  i.e.,  the  result  of  the 

comparison in [8]. 

The adaptation of the classification subnet requires the BNN to be able to detect the state of low 

activation of all the neurons in the net. This indicates that the feature value fed to the network is not 

within the clusters stored and that the feature value should be stored in the network weights as a new 

cluster center. The activation part of BNN is concerned  with the detection of this state. In addition, 

when the new value is to be stored, the network must be able to decide which pattern neuron’s weights 

are to be replaced with the new ones. This is the function of the replacement subnet. The activation and 

replacement subnets are WTA NNs. A WTA network is a parallel and fast way to determine minimum or 

the maximum of a set of values. In particular, these subnets are extensions of one-layer feed-forward 

MAXNET (1LFMAXNET) proposed in [9]. To detect the state of low activation in BNN, the activation 

subnet determines which of the neurons of the network has maximum activation (output) and whether 

that value exceeds a threshold provided as a  parameter to the algorithm. If it does not, the BNN is 

considered inactive and new cluster center learning process is initiated. If the network is inactive, the 

pixel is considered to belong to a foreground object, since this is a value that has not been present in the 

background model. The first layer of the activation network has the structure of a 1LF-MAXNET 

network and a single neuron is used to indicate whether the network is active. The output of the neurons of 

the first layer of the network can be expressed in the following form - Fig. 7 

 

 
Networks such as the previous one are commonly called feed-forward, because their graph is a directed 

acyclic graph.  Networks with cycles are commonly called recurrent. Such networks are commonly 

depicted in the manner shown at the top of the figure, where f is shown as being dependent upon itself. 

However, there is an implied temporal dependence which is not shown. 

 

5. Application Layer 

The number of new network applications and services to be supported continues to increase rapidly. 

The traffic generated by these applications creates different traffic load and flow patterns, depending 

upon whether or not the applications are: 
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Real-time, 

Computation intensive,  

Network topology dependent,  

End user dependent, 

High bandwidth, 

Delay sensitive. 

In order to properly design, evaluate, and deploy efficient network equipment for an application 

environment, a service provider must have a good understanding of the source models of the network 

application traffic.  In particular, one would like to find characteristics of how an application host 

generates  network  traffic  that  are  invariant  over  time.  There  are  a  number  of  reasons-based  on 

application architectures, design, and human  factors-why application traffic may vary significantly. 

They include: 

 

User access type, 

Application communication methods, 

Single transaction vs. multiple linked transaction applications,  

End user input and interaction strategy. 

Intelligent  service  mediation  techniques  are  used  to  control  access  to  network  services  and  to 

customize behavior for the service provider, application provider, and end user. Application security 

layer  intelligence  will  allow  application  service  providers  to  manage  application  and  return  on 

investment-by dynamically matching appropriate resources with applications demands. 

Because many agencies are involved in certification activities, any changes to PHIN must also cross- 

reference the previous vision: 

Integrating personal, professional, and health-related information,  

Using integrated information to make health-related decisions, 

Sharing information with individuals from social, professional, and health-care networks while 

maintaining personal privacy, 

Our findings are consistent with the results from general studies of people’s personal information 

management needs: 

  Information is  fragmented by location, device,  form  (such  as paper,  email, e-documents, Web 

references, and notes), and associated organizations. People complain and experience problems with 

the many different information organizations they must maintain in parallel, 

  Encountering useful information, people may not know how and where to keep it or even whether it 

is necessary to do so, 

People often forget to use or cannot find information, even when they have stored it for later use,  

People  can  become   overwhelmed  by  available  information,  possibly  because  of  its  jargon, 

organization, or overall volume, and experience degradation in the quality of their personal decision 

making, 

  People’s approaches to PIM, which vary greatly across a variety of information forms, need the kind 

of support that accommodates this variation. 

These patients dedicated valuable time and energy, sometimes to the point of exhaustion, to 

sharing information with family, friends, and colleagues. 
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6. Models of mobility 

Mobility models describe a mobile unit’s movement through a geographical area. A number of 

systematic and ad hoc models have appeared in the literature, but they do net reflect realistic actual 

movement patterns in many respects. Nor, being idealizations for specific purposes, are they intended to 

describe adequately the range of subscriber behaviours that will appear in a mobile multimedia network 

covering a large geographical area. 

Operators have access to multiple gigabytes of information concerning actual movement of their 

subscribers and  roaming visitors. Although this can be reduced drastically by statistical analysis, the 

progressive loss of detail gradually makes the information less useful for the desired objectives. It was 

decided therefore to look for physical analogies that could mimic the mobility of users at an arbitrary 

range of granularity in the dimensions of population, direction and distance, speed and time. 

Movement between poles is defined by four properties, which between them determine the spatial 

and temporal behaviours of the users: 

 

Gravity, reflecting the attraction to a pole, 

Elasticity, reflecting the reaction of restoring equilibrium after changes of attraction,  

Entropy, modeling the disorder at poles and in the flows between them, 

Viscosity, representing the spatial spreading variations of the flow populations. Every mobile belongs 

to a specified mobility class, of which there are four: 

Business,  

Leisure,  

Shopping,  

Residential. 

 

7.  Conclusion 

The proposed method is probabilistic and relies on an NN to achieve estimation of required pdfs and 

segmentation. New BNN architecture has been proposed and rules for adaptation of its weights have 

been formulated.  The network is a truly unsupervised classifier, differing from previously published 

approaches. The algorithm is parallel on a subpixel level. Of the published segmentation approaches, it is 

most suitable for an efficient hardware implementation. Initial results presented in [6] are concerned with 

outdoor sequences  with background containing water surfaces  as well  as objects undergoing motion 

due to wind. To evaluate the segmentation results for the outdoor environments further,  four sequences 

were used. 

Because of the way network technology is being developed today, it is difficult to know-before it is 

deployed-if an end-to-end setup of networking devices will really be beneficial in the field. One reason for 

the difficulty is that the behavior of the network layers is not well understood and is still evolving, 

another is the rapid growth in the number of applications on the network. A variety of technology trends 

have made it possible to incorporate computational capability  in  all network devices. Unfortunately, 

although shrinking technology has made networking devices smart, it has not  always improved their 

usability. 
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Figure 3. Basic home network – human interactive Subsystem 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. A neural network - basic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Recurrent neural networks 
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Figure 6. Pattern neuron of PNN Figure 7. Processing of 1LF-Maxnet 

 

 

Entity name Name of entity 
Kind Class 
Type Generic or specific 
Area Access, transport, routing, switching 

Position World/virtual map coordinates 
Dynamics Mobile, fixed 

Path Sequence of position/routes 
Geometry Size, shape 

Links Sub-entities, parent entity 
Properties Physical, logical, topology 
Behavioral Protocols, standards, semantic 

Performance Delay, loss, load characteristic 
Reliability Availability, fault-tolerance 

Capabilities Bandwidth, range, configuration types, capacity 
Interfaces Communication and control interfaces 

Value state-variables Success-failure, thresholds, class of service 
Management Provisioning, administration, and configuration 

Security Access control lists, filters, quality of live 
 

Table 1 - Entity structure 
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Fig. 8 The conceptual model NN architecture integration in human systems 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9. The Interactive Consumer Services platform- application NN, real time 

communications 


